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Abstract -- 'IT'hliS-~Atroduces a method for S@€e 
noiwre&mim based on recentmCih?meUon aJgoriths 
and a new adaptive a p p m h .  It combines the characteristics 
for additive mise reduction of soft thresblding with the 
localization of informacon in the coarsest levels of the 
wavelet tram#- heing its main contribution te adapt the 
dfective threshold to the T e d  sf resolution in the wavelet 
transform and * &e local features of the image. The m&*d 
has been-applied successfilly tu &e elimination of speckle 
noise of simuie&rfSARunages. It has been appkd b an 
o p h d  image corrupted with wn€tapkative noise that 
simulates S A R  statistics d i t  has been compared to otfier 
weII-km>wa mise reduction methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

SpecMe n& is a well-known distorting effect that is 
present in Synthetic Aperhm Radix (SAR) images. The high 
coherence of-& emitted signal causes a p&km of 
intaference due to the roughness -of &e surface. Noise affects 
severely post-processkg applications like segmentzition4 
c k s i f d o n .  For that reason, it is very 4mportant to reduce 
this effect before extractkgene features [ 13. 

Many m&h% have been already developed to improve 
image quality by preseekg sceffe texture and features. Some 
of them are Based an statistical locally adapteect f i lks  and 
m x d y r  methods based on muitiradution decomposition 
have appeared in &e &mature [2, 3, 4, 71. In this paper, a 
metltod based on Wavelet decomposition with a new adaptive 
approach is presented. $1 anbines  the characteristiiis of 
ad&tivve 4a-reduction of soft tlmshdding with the 
localization of on irt- t8e coarsest levels of the 
Wavelet tra- being its main contribution te adapt the 
&ctive threshold to &e Few9 of decomposition in the 
Wavelet Transfeffn. 

BASIC THEORY 

Specklecontribution to the SAR imttge is often considered 
as noise, although it if ;t deterministic phenomenon -prodweed 
by tk ederent contributions of fie terrain scattering points. 
That is due to-the hgb complexity of the in te f i rme 
mechanism inthe Speckle formation process as described in 
113. When the SAR complex signal is considered as an 
indepenbt stachastic process with exponedal distribution 
and two degrees of freedoq4hen the intensity of the SAR 
image is Raylei& distributed [ 1,2]. That approximation gives 
an accurate model but it is assumed that each resolution cell 

is formed by a large number of scattering points and the 
return signal can be regarded as a random walk in the 
complex domain. In the following, Speckle noise is supposed 
to be dependent on the signal intensity in the sense that noise 
level increases with the brightness. Therefore, a simple 
statistical model based on multiplicative noise is assumed as 
described in the literature [1,4,7]. 

SAR Speckle noise reduction can be performed by several 
means. One of them is the multilook operation. It obtains an 
average of several images taken with a different antenna sub- 
aperture. In that process, each of the sub-apertures or spectral 
windows loses resolution compared to the original. One 
second approach is to process the original S A R  image 
preserving the spatial resolution. In this work, information 
processing has been carried out in the Wavelet domain. 

Wavelet Transform [3,4] performs a hierarchical 
decomposition of the signal space into a nested sequence of 
approximation spaces. The process creates a pyramid of 
lower resolution approximations. The direct wavelet 
transform of the signal x(t) can be expressed as: 

x," = Lx( t )Y: ( t )dt  (1) 

Y,"(t) = 2"'*Y(2" -n) (2) 
where Ymm(t)represents a set of basis functions that are 
dilations and translations of a single hnction Y(t) called 
mother wavelet. The inverse discrete wavelet transform gives 
the signal reconstruction: 

(3) 
The Wavelet decomposition in our case is a two 

dimensional problem and the implementation of the 
transformation has been approached through the efficient tree 
decomposition described by Mallat in [3]. The original image 
is progressively decomposed by filtering and decimation. The 
Wavelet decomposition has an interesting property of 
simultaneous space and frequency localization and it eases 
the reduction of noise. 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

The Speckle reduction method is structured in several 
stages. The approach described in [7] has been followed with 
some new features. First, a logarithmic operator is applied to 
the SAR image as described in [4]. Then, it is decomposed 
using a multiresolution representation and the signal is 



processed in that domain. Finally, an inverse Wavelet 
transformation and inverse logarithm operator are applied. 

Since the assumption of a multiplicative noise model is 
adopted, then the logarithm transformation is applied in order 
to separate the noise contribution in an additive manner as 
described in [1,7]. Therefore, the noise dependence on the 
signal is eliminated. Obviously, the logarithm transformation 
is not a linear operator, but it has been shown that it does not 
affect severely the following multiresolution decomposition. 
There are other techniques for obtaining signal independent 
noise like normalization [4, 51. It has been also tested, but 
logarithm transformation has been selected because it has 
given the best results concerning noise reduction. 

Then, the Wavelet Transform is used to obtain the 
multiresolution decomposition. The selected decomposition 
has been a three level pyramid using Daubechies family of 
16* order as described in [6].  This is a widely used 
decomposition that obtains compactly supported orthonormal 
basis decomposition. 

The innovation to the soft thresholding method described 
in [7] is that coefficient processing is carried out 
independently in each detail sub-image. As a consequence, 
thresholding is applied to each coefficient following: 

w'= sign(w).(JA-T), (4) 

T = T p ,  ( 5 )  
where the threshold Tis obtained from the effective threshold 
Te, that is a design parameter and the standard deviation cr of 
the processed coefficients. Soft-thresholding is a sub-optimal 
process, so an adequate threshold choice is a critical step. 
When the value is too high, the image gets distorted. On the 
contrary, when Tr, is too small, noise cancellation efficiency 
is reduced drastically. 

In the proposed method, an adaptive threshold is used in 
two steps. First, only the sub-image coefficients are taken into 
consideration for the computation of the standard deviation of 
the sub-image. It means that the threshold is adjusted to each 
sub-image characteristics. In a second stage, the threshold 
depends on the level of resolution according to the following 
equation that is a modified version of (5) 

where n is the decomposition level, m is a sub-image index 
and y is the SNR adjustment parameter. When n equals zero, 
no thresholding is applied because the low pass smooth sub- 
image retains most of the information and distortion effects 
would be more severe than possible noise cancellation. The 
S N R  of the transformed image decreases as the level of the 
decomposition n increases. Meanwhile, the threshold is 
adapted locally to the resolution level. In summary, this 
adaptive soft-thresholding noise reduction gets an adjustment 
not only to the particular statistics of the sub-image (standard 
deviation) but also to the SNR of the resolution level. 

The last stages are inverse Wavelet transformation and 
exponential operation in order to acquire the final SAR image 
with an improvement in its radiometric quality. 

Tflc,  n=1, ..., N (6) 
T = y ( n - l )  
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Fig. 1. Original and noisy aerial image 

RESULTS 

A simulation has been carried out using an optical aerial 
image corrupted with multiplicative noise. The original and 
the noisy image with a S N R  of 14.7 dB are shown in Fig. 1. 
The selected image presents some detail features like roads 
and fields and different textures, that are blurred when the 
noise model is applied to the signal. 

In the following results, the performance of the different 
algorithms is exhaustively analyzed. The evaluation has been 
done varying the values of the effective soft threshold T6 and 
the parameter y that is adjusted according to the image SNR. 
The results are presented in terms of cancelled mean square 
error that is equivalent to noise reduction. Therefore, the 
higher the magnitude of the graph, the best performance is 
achieved. The noise reduction can be measured globally, but 
no information about edge and detail preservation would be 
provided. For that reason, a mask has been designed and used 
to classify the error cancellation over edges or uniform 
regions. The mask is provided by a Sobel edge detector and a 
low pass filter used to smooth the result. So, a normalized 
edge mask is obtained. 

The results of the proposed adaptive soft thresholding 
scheme are shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the 
method gets an optimum noise cancellation when the 
effective threshold is equal to 0.1 and y is equal to 3.75. 

The evaluation of the adaptive soft-threshold technique in 
comparison with other methods is shown in Fig. 3. It shows 
the edge error cancellation in relation to the achieved uniform 
error cancellation. These graphs show a maximum value that 
should be the ideal choice for the parameter selection. The 
implemented methods are the Wiener filter, soft-thresholding 
as described by Donoho in [7] and the adaptive version of 
soft-thresholding. The best result is clearly obtained for the 
proposed adaptive technique and one possible reason for such 
result is that more information about the image is considered 
in the noise reduction process. 

The reconstructed image with processing parameters of an 
effective threshold equal to 0.1 and y equal to 3.75 is shown 
in Fig. 4. As it can be observed, noise is decreased in the 
uniform areas, but the detail is preserved at the edges. 
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Fig. 2. Cancelled error in: a) uniform areas; b) edges 

CONCLUSIONS 

A study on dif€ew&SljR de-speckling techniques has been 
described. The basic assumption has been to consider a 
multiplicative mise madel for the S A R  image. A test 
envirgnment has been created for cornparing the performance 
of different Spec& reduction methods and the analysis has 
taken inta account edge presmation through the 
classification of-edge e i w x  and uniform error. The new 
version e€ the s&&resholding has provided the best results 
at low computational cost. Et provides the best performance in 
edge areas a s 4 9 s  uniform regions. Although it cancels a 
hig$er amount of noise, it does not introduce detail distortion. 
Soft threshoiihg ef the Wavelet coefficients is nnpkmented 
with a threshold that depends on ttte level of decomposition. 
Therefore, a double a&pion  process is obtained depeathg 
on kc4uuacteristics of each subband. This process cancels a 
high amount of spec*-noise, preserving the detail that is 
localized kr the space domain thanks to the Wavelet 
transfoxmation. 

ecHe noise reduction and 
better results concerniiig detail distortion than the original 
soft technique. Furthermore, the computgtional 
effort of this method is not hrgh compared to the other 
standard error with respect io the 
original amasured and it has been 
classified Bmu& amask in two categories: uniform region 
mor and edge error. This tooi@ves valuable information for 
algorithm assesmxat. Adaptive soft threshokbg has 
outpedormed the other m e h L  in both quality and 
efficiency. So, it kaspaved way for the deve€opent of 
firtks experiments including the test over other SAR ERS 
images with different s-ture and textures. 

The new-sn&od provide 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of noise reduction methods 
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